ENTITY DATA, WHEN, WHERE AND HOW YOU NEED IT

You field daily requests for entity data, documents and organization charts. Your challenge: the pressure to do more with less is relentless. hCue is the system that makes it easy to find, update and share information across your organization.

A DYNAMIC SYSTEM THAT KEEPS YOU IN CONTROL
hCue is a central, secure source where you can manage vital company information. Share data on demand, prepare for audits, stay ahead of compliance deadlines, create organization charts in real time, and more.

ORGANIZED, ACCESSIBLE AND SECURE
Easily update and access the information your internal and external stakeholders ask for. You choose how to share, with progressive levels of role-based security. hCue’s powerful organization chart function is the most advanced in the market, letting you and your stakeholders create detailed, colorful organization charts in real-time.

DESIGNED FOR YOU BY COMPLIANCE EXPERTS
Every detail was designed with hands-on input from corporate secretaries and other legal professionals. From the data structure and security protocols to customizable fields and organization charts, CT’s deep compliance knowledge base helps your whole organization stay ahead of requirements.

GET STARTED QUICKLY AND CONFIDENTLY
Successful implementation is part of the hCue system. CT’s industry-leading transition and implementation process starts with assessing your organization and auditing your data. You can be confident that you’re starting with up-to-date, accurate information in a system configured to meet your needs.

HCUE - A DYNAMIC INFORMATION CENTER FOR YOUR ENTITY DATA

% Tax
Legal
Finance
$ Auditors

75% Percentage of Fortune 1000 companies we support
10 Average years of experience of our service team members
125+ Years of compliance expertise
A Single, Secure Source of Current Entity Data

**HCUE ENTITY MANAGED SERVICES**
CT’s knowledgeable implementation and support team help you integrate hCue with your process and workflows.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- One platform links all your entities: active, inactive, foreign, domestic and global
- Create automated filing calendars for annual reports, registration, licenses, permits and other date-driven compliance requirements
- Customizable fields capture industry- and company specific data
- Role-based access keeps stakeholder communication within your control
- High level security protects your data – SSAE 16 SOC 1 Type II
- Create organization charts by division, country, business group, and other entity properties
- Build organization charts in real time
- Ongoing support starts with a proprietary implementation process

**BENEFITS**
- Keep company information up-to-date and accessible in a central database
- Respond quickly and easily to information requests
- Avoid fines and penalties by staying ahead of compliance due dates
- Streamline workflows for managing complex and dynamic entity structures
- Safeguard your vital corporate data
- Provide new flexibility to tax and legal departments to create organization charts, with myriad shapes, colors and formatting options
- Be confident you’re starting with current, accurate data

To learn more about how we can help you manage your entities contact a CT Service Representative: 855.316.8948
www.ctcorporation.com/hcue